
MINUTES OF THfE MAY 1965 MEETING OF THE

ADVISORY COMMITTFEE ON CI'ML RULES

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met in the Conferenx\ I~oon

of the Supreme Court Building on May 15, 16, and 17, 1965 at 9:30 a. ;.

The following members were present: (

Dean Acheson, Chairman
William T. Coleman, Jr.

George C. Doub
Sheldon D. Elliott
John P. Frank
Arthur J. Freund
Albert E. Jenner
Charles W. Joiner
David W. Louisell
W. Brown Morton, Jr.

Louis F. Oberdorfer
Roszel C. Thomson
Charles E. Wyzanski
Benjamin Kaplan, Reporter

Albert M. Sacks, Associate Reporter

Mr. Abraham E. Freedman, who was taken ill after arriving in

Washington, was unable to attend.

Others attending all or part of the sessions were Judge Albert B. Maria,

Chairman of the standing Com; ittee; Professors Maurice Rosenberg and

William Glaser of the Columbia Univeroity; Professor Charles Alan Wright,

member of the standing Committee; Profesi3or Brainerd Currie and Mr.

Lee W. Colby, representing the Advisory Committee on Admiralty Rules;



Warren Olney III, Director, an& illia £. Foley, Deputy Director, of

the Administrative Office of the United States Courts; Will Shafroth,

Secretary to the Rules Committees, and Joseph F. Spaniol, Jr. of the

Adrministrative Office.

Mir. Acheson called the meeting to order and introduced Mr. Coleman

of Philadelphia who had been appointed to the Committee by the Chief

Justice of the United States.

The Chairman turned the meeting over to the Reporter who stated

that the first order of business would be the consideration of the amendments

which had been published in the Preliminary Draft of Proposed Amendments

to Rules of Civil Procedure for the United States District Courts, March 1964,

for consideration of the bench and bar. He stated that the agenda also

Included consideration of several rules which would be affected by the

admiralty practice, and the consideration of the topic of Discovery.

He annotmced that the next meeting would be primarily on discovery.



The Reporter stated the response to the proposed amendments had

not been large; that there had been communicationsI from only apprminately

30 sources and not less than half were concerning Rule 23. 1. He thought

the lack of response may have been due to the fact that the draft had

received general approval, lie also felt that the number of comments should

not in any way be regarded as a census or a poll of the American Bar,

The Reporter further stated that, with one exception, all comments received

were ones that had been given prior consideration. The one exception

was a suggestion concerning Rule 23. 1 which would be discussed later.

TOPIC CC - Joinder of Persons Needed for Just Adjudication (Rules 19,

4(f), 12(b), 13(h), 41)

The Committee decided at its first meeting in 1960 to proceed with

a re-evaluation of the rules on joinder of parties and claims. It was evident

that this would have to be done because of multiclaims litigation. Present

Rule 19 is defective in two ways. First, the language of the rule is

greviously defective, and secondly, it is a nonfunctional rule. It does
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does not raise the proper questions and does not set out criteria for the

solution of the problems encountered. The proposed amendment eliminates-

the defects of the text and corrects the textural statement of the rule.

Some comments which were received suggest that the Committee is

uprooting 112 years of prededence and that there is no widespread dise

satisfaction with the present rule. Howeve-, Ithe Reporter stated that the

best standards and criteria around which to build this rule had been

considered. The substance of the reform proposed has already been

a-dopted in Michigan and New York. Some of the arguments against the

rule is that it does not provide for mandatory dismissals. Subdivision (b),

however, is directed precisely to that point.

rule
The Reporter stated that the proposed ' introduced the words

"icontingently necessary" which were intended to cover both the indbspensable

and old style conditionally necessary parties, but in consideration of the

comments received he recommended the following changeoas shown on

page CC-5 of the Deskbook material:



Delete the words ''contingently necessary" in line 40 of the Draf

make it perfectly clear that in the new draft there can be and

will be mandatory dismissals; reintroduce the word "indispensable"

in a conclusory sense so that it does not create the difficulty

by the use of the terra in the presently proposed rule.

The Reporter reconmended approval of Rule 19 as circularized in

the Preliminary Draft with the recommended changes and with any minor

editorial revisions necessary in the Advisory Conmmittee's Note. Mr.

Frank expressed opposition to this rule, stating that the Committee was

rewriting a rule in the absence of necessity for a change and that it was

being forced on. people who did not want it. He felt this was totally wrong

and stated that he could not find any case in which injustice had been

done.

Mr. Jenner also stated he too was troubled by this rule as there

had been no complaint on the part of the bar. He felt that if the Committee



had asked the bar for suggestiOl5, they wculd have reacted. He further

stated he thought it mnwise for the Cormmittee to suggest a complete re-

vision of the rule which will require interpretation and expense to litigants

where the present rule, vwhether or not it is working in the sense desired,

is at least not causing trouble. If the Committee feels that philosophy-

wise it should venture forth, then he wobld be in favor of the rule.

-Mr. Acheson expressed the thought that the Committee should not

be bothered by the fact that the rule has gotten along all right. He was

opposed to letting a rule stand if the Committee feels it can be improved.

Professor Elliott concurred with Mr. Acheson, stating that if it is not a

good rule it should be changed.

Professor Joiner stated that he is in favor of it. He did not think

it would cause any problems. He further stated that if the Committee had

drafted the rule as Professor Kaplan presented it in the amended formri for



this meeting there would have been less opposition to it. Judge Thomsen

stated he felt the lack of comment from the bar did not indicate they were

against it. He inouired whether the objections of the College of Trial

Lawyers had been met with the most recent proposed draft and the Reporter

stated the revised version did take care of their objections. Judge Thomsen

stated approval of the arnended version. Mr. Coleman also approved.

Further discussion was held for any editorial changes to be made,

Mr. Jenner suggested that the word T'would" in line 42 of the printed draft

and in several other places throughout the rule should be changed to "will."

There was general consensus. Mr. Jenner also thought the words

l'property or transaction which is' should be stricken in line 55 of the draft

ss he thought this was imposing a limitation. Mr. Jenner also called

a~ttention to the words "as a practical matter" in line 58 of the draft and

thought these should be deleted. Professor Kaplan stated that this should

be left in to distinguish between the practicality of the matter and a

possible x res judicata or theor-tical matter. After further discussion,



it was decided to leave it up to the Reporters to study and revise if need be.

The Committee decided to strike the word "rather" in the fifth line of

subdivision (b) of the proposed draft in the Deskbook. Upon motion duly

made, the Committee approved the rule as circularized in the Preliminary

Draft bait to include the arnendments approved at this zrreeting, and to

include the bracketed portion in subdivision (b) of the reporter's draft.

The Reporter was also asked to make any editorial changes necessary.

TOPIC EE Class Actions; also Derivative Actions and Actions Involving

UncororatedA 23. 2)

A communication was received from the Securities and Exchange

Commission which stated no objection to the substance of the amended

Rule 23 and had only a series of related suggestions for Rule 23. 1.

Professor Kaplan stated that he felt everyone was of the opinion when they

started dealing with the rule that the abstract classifications had to be

eliminated and that provisions should be added dealing with administrative



proc eoral harxlan _Irl of the class cit i te rule In the Prelin. mary Draft was

th e result. .- rof eor t aplan staten that comr ents hnad sugge gsted that

1: Dle V c!3 ib coI ', t 'A op v ith lire 84 However, lines 84-z, connected

:X. .t.. ubdvm., m 'uasicall the essefle of the proposa'

,r. C C E Q 1Kc this ecr t mc eWor.able th.e rule provides for a general

rca nab .e . tce c a - c tri aInditmon to a specific 'notice to an-y merrber

'ten ;- ef- nra^,t^ + lmtigatior. wit a party opposing the class Notice

a ,:-a.et A canmasiO n0ablv bse g n em to th e class followed by options on

trw part A t -. ' 4-ber5 Ahether to stay ;n or get out, and in a large

n'i.2 ner :, tn.S ccL rs ei an, request m-ade optional -- 3uata led request to.

:- .ernt, 'n-e b)een.: ade that the (b5(3) -c)(IZ cornbination m---ay be

am' r,. tc ia E, ct be r s .However, the Reporter stated that in the drafting

of thet rule a provhng mor had bsem m-lade that if the court finds a suit is niot

appropria t e for . a3s action treatrn et, the court may order references to

n.- l orDe ~sr : n. In tsbc~iviain (c) , lines3 106, I i a reference



tr tat ii an action is emeeda
had been inserted, for syietn ry th ommenced, ars in a

class action, it would be open to the court to announce it is to be run off

as a class action. He stated there had been objection to this from the bar,

in drafting the rule

which was quate understandable as they had overiooke4/that the court is

the compelling party to serve as a representatifre when it did not want to.

The PBeporter recom-mended deletion of the sentence in lines 106-111,

together with all references to it. The Committee approved the deletion.

The Securities and exchange Commisision also commented that the

phrase "without liritation' in lines 139 of subdivision (d) was vague. They

,.ere afraid it may eliminate appellate review of orders coming within

the comrpass of this subdivision and that it may enable the court to go well

beyond the bounds of subdivision (b) which is procedural and proceed to

impose a substantive requirement such as that to revert to the possibility

that security of costs would now be required. 'The Reporter stated it is

supposed to mean that this is a nonexclusive enumeration of orders. Also,

he would like to see the Cornnittee retain the concept of thia phrase "-.without



limitation" because it expresses the proposition that the court's power is not

limited to the protection of the limitation. He further stated that the SEC

remark could be answered by saying in the Note that these other orders

spoken of are intended to be of the same type as those entuerated -A

purely procedural orders. . Frank expoessed the feeling that the Notes

are too long at the present time and care should be exercised to avoid any

additions to them. Mr. Freund pointed out that the Notes are not published

in the ordinary panphlets of the rules and the lawyer must go to other

references for the Notes, Judge. Thomsen and other memnbers felt the Notes

are indeed beneficial and not elaborated upon as much as they could be.

Judge Thomsen moved that the wvords "without irmitation'" be deleted and

In-sert therefor a new subdivision (B) with language to indicate otherwise

regulating the procedure. Judge Thomsen's motion wvas seconded and

c-arried.

Another cornment of the SEC was thlat in Rule 23 the Committee had

.ee-erved the requirerment that dismis~ial or comrpromise of derivative action

-rI'rwxL' be by ot-rder of the court upon notice to shareholders or as the



court may direct. This had been qualified in the notice requirement by saying that

this was to be at the court's discretion.

The Com-mmittee approved the deletion of the last sentence in Rule 23. 1

appearing on lines 26 through 29, and the insertion of the following sentence

in subdivision (e) of Rule 23:

(d) DISMISSAL OR COMPROMISE. An action maintained

as a class action may be dismissed or compromised only

with the approval of the court upon notice to shareholders

or members in such manner as the court may direct.

iome memrbers thought it should read "members of the class. " This

was approved in principle and left to the Reporter to redraft as he sees fit.

IMr. Frank recommended deletion of subdivision (b)(3), line 84-97,

and (e)/9), lEnes 1i8-129 of the Preliminary Draft, stating that in lines 62-83

the Committee has covered every known type of class action and the

insertion of lines 84-d97 is the old kind of spurious class action which is

particularly geared to mass torte on class basis and he is opposeed to this.

Profeosor KaplKan felt that the great growing PoirLt of tlhis reformn lies



in the basis of (b)(3) and (c)(2) and if this is removed there would be nothing

to present to the standing Committee. He reviewed the history of howthe

Committee had handled the subdivisions of this rule. Judge Thomeen

recollected the Committee had put this in the rule, stating at the time that

it was the best version the Committee could come up with at that time and

that there would be an opportunity to review the rule before it was sent

to the standing Committee. Judge Thomreen further stated that he felt

the Committee had three alternatives: (1) to eliminate the two sections

entirely; (2) to leave them substantially as they are; or (3) to make sorme

radical amendment. He asked for comment on these three points. He

felt that if these sections were eliminated it would mnean eliminating all

spurious class actions in the Federal colirto and questioned the wisdom

of thiS.

Mr. Fran1~ said that in a sense spurious class actions had already

been removed as this is an action which isn't really a class action but is



a device for tolling the statute of limitations so that people can come in late.

He felt a new device, which is the spurious class action res judicata °

is being created and that saying these shall not be res judicata is the only

alternative. Mr. Coleman thought (b)(3) might be retained by making it

unapplicable to res juilicata. Professor Louisell expressed the opinion

that it seems to him the class suits of the type of the spurious suits have

in the past generally operated in favor of the man on the street. He saw

in it the possibility of curtailing the degree of the increased movement toward

the administrative remedy by enlarging the judicial potential. Professor

Kaplan stated that without a rule of this type the people are unprotected and

that this is the small man's rule. Mr. Jenner, however, felt this rule is

intimidable to the small man and against his favor - that it is an impractical

suggestion. He also felt that it will increase materially the congestion in

the Federal courts. ! e suggested that if lines 120O123 are to remain at all

thAt they be limited to classes of defendantst and have no application to the

ctasss opposed to the plaintiffg. As a possible compromise, he suggested



that an extension of an invitation by notice, or otherwise, that a suit is

pending and persons may join in it if they see fit. He thought this would

be less objectionable. but still feared that it would create problems.

Professor Joiner felt this would not increase the burden in Federal

courts as there already is a class called cpurious class actions, which

attract a certain number of cases. Also, the plaintiff is forced separately

to settle and there is the common question of law and fact affecting civil

rights. He felt this is a broader class than the class now under (d)(3) and

felt that a. fair reading of this aection would conclude that this is more

narrow than the other, with more protection arou 'd the people involved

than any other single form.

The matter of rnmass torts was brought into the discussion and Profeesor

Kaplan said this rule does not apply to mass torts but there weas opposition

to his statement. Professor I aplan thought lines 118-123 might be

properly revised to allow an absolute option-out for plaintiff members,

but only a quaLfied option-out by defendant memnbera, Professor Wright



stated that if (b)(3) is stricken the presssureB wil' remain to handle these

cases as class actions. If (b)(1) and (b)(2) are used they are broad enough

for class actions but the procedure has F1 been regularized. The judge

has not been told that in (b)(3) there are considerations to waive whether

in a usual suit or the spurious class action, nor do you have the oped-out

provision. It would be a class action to every member of the class whether

or not he wants to be in it. The real issue, as Professor Wzlght defined

it, is not whether to have these as class actions, but spelled out as class

actions with protective provisions, or have them under (b)(1) and (b)(Z).

Professor Kaplan recommended that beginning in lines 118 through

123 it might be advisable to provide for the member of a plaintiff class

having an absolute right to op-out, whereas the right is qualified in the

rare case of a defendant clase. Professor Joiner thought this should come

out completely. Mr. Oberdorfer lnc-Ued whether there is satisfaction

with the remedy available to the plaintiff identified as not having notice

but when the defendants win he claims for mzany reasons that he did not



Professor Sacks called attention to the fact that it is impossible to

write a whole code into one rule. He stated the constitutional law shows

two factors operating: (1) what is the system of notice used, and (2) in

view of the cohesiveness of that group, even though one did not in fact get

notice, what was the type of representation. He thought there would be cases

in which the necessities are such that actual notice could not be served on

them but the class is sufficiently cohesive to indicate that he was adequately

represented. The New York Trust Case, Melaine, was a type of that

balance. A personal is&ry case like thalidomyid is entirely different and

did not feel that any court would, or would be allowed by an appellate court,

to operate on the potential plaintiff without actual notice. It was mentioned

that this could be done in the Advisory Committee's Note. Professor

Joiner moved; to strike out the clause beginning with tunless the court finds

out . . . and states its reasons therefor. ", which appears in lines 12O-123.

The motigni was seconded and carried.



Mr. Frank moved that lines 84-97 and lines 1!8- 129 (ignoring the

deletion already made) in subdivision (b) be deleted. Mr. Frank's motion

was discussed and duly acted upon. The motion lost by a vote of 7 against

it and 4 voting in favor of it.

Judge Thomsen moved that the Committee leave subdivision (b)(3) in

and eliminate lines 118-129, substituting some appropriate language that

would indicate that lines 1 14-117 would apply only to subdivisions (b)(1) and

(b)(2), treating this as prohibitive but not binding. Mr. Oberdorfer com-

mented that he would like to give the person who demonstrated that he

lacked actual knowledge some recognition in the first paragraph of (c)(2).

Judge Thomsen said he agreed in principle with Mr. Oberdorfer. Jadgo

Thomsen's motion was restated to clarify that those matters under lines

84-.97 not be res judicata and that the rule would require rewriting.

The vote was cast with 5 voting in favor of the motion and 6 opposing.

Therefore, the motion wag lost, Mr. Frank stated that he would like to

go on record that he is against the entire rule and dissents to its adoption.



Mr. Oberdorfer further suggested that the proposed rule be so amended

that paragraph (c)(2), a judgment in the case of what is known as a spurious

class action, would only be binding on those who have not preserved all

rights that exclude him by having it bknding only on a person of actual notice

or presumptive notice defined by people who will examine him. The motion

was seconded. Professor Kaplan prepared and presented another d-aft as

a result of Mr. Oberdorfer's recommendation that the two thoughts be brought

revised

together. ienter lengthy discussion on thewmY' draft of the rule, Mr.

Doub stated that he had no doubt that this proposed rule would be beneficial

to the point of judicial administration but he had serious doubts as to

paragraph (3) ior two reasons. One being that he felt it is an invitation to

corruption of the bar; and second, the court finds question of law or fact

common to the members of the class predominating. He stated he thought

had drafted the rule as well as it could be done and that he Gd come to

the conclusion that there is.n't any better way to (Io it. even though t-4=



in his opinion, the subdivis ion remains vague.

Mr. Frank moved deletion of paragraph (3) of subdivision (b) and the

contaminate portion, line6 118129 of subdivision (c)(Z). The motion was

seconded but lost with 8 rnembers opposing the motion and 5 voting in

favor (the vote included 'Mr. Coleman's, by proxy, ao he was absente during

this sesslc i of the meeting).

Judge Wyzanski suggested that the Reporter redraft lines 84-97,

subdivision (b)(3), concentrating on strengthening and tightening certain

aspects of it; putting in the subdivision some encouragement to the court

to keep the ethics of the bar high in this matter; and the desirability of

having a. district courtthink in terms of whether this partbtular form is

an appropriate one for the concentration of litigation. He particularly

emphasized the wisdom of putting language in t'ie rule responsive to the

idea that a district court may review a class action in a situation where

it felt the rmembers of the class had an important interest in lndividuziliy

controlling and prormoting their own lAigation.



Judge Wyzanski's suggestion was put in the form of a motion, duly acted

upon and approved. Mr. Jenner and Judge Wyzanoki were asked to help the

Reporters in the redrafting.

Mr. Jenner stated that although he thought Judge Wyzanski's approach

good he delt there wvere two other factos. One being that of ethics; and

two, the reaching out through counsel who rush to the courthouse for

jurisdiction by the Federal court and deprive the State courts of jurisdiction.

Mr. Oberdorler presentesd a draft for revision of subdivision (c)(2)

as follows:

'In any class action maintained under subdivision (b)(3),

the court shall direct to the members of the class the

best notice practicable under the circumstances,

including specific notice to each member known to be

engaged in the separate suit on the same subject matter

with the party deposed to the class and to all other

members who can be identified through reasonable

effort. The notice shall advise that each member may

by a specified date request that he be excluded and the

court shall exclude those mermbers who so requeot.



Uuon motion± made by Mr, Jenner, the Cinmjittee approved deletion of

the phrase 'including specific notice to each meimber known to be

engaged in the separate suit on the same subject matter with the

party deposed to the class''. Mr. Oberdorfer suggested the

notice could also tell the specific that he has a rtght to counsel.

This was considered an excellent idea. The Committee also

recommended that the words "as defined" be deleted from Mr.

Oberdorfer's drart. Professar Joiner moved that the Oberdorfer

draf t be approved with the view that the drafting committee

would perfect the language and present it for approval before

the meetinv ended, T

The Chair called for a vote tor the adoption in principle

of itule 23 as amended. The motion wvas duly made and aroroved

b)y the Committee.

The drafting committee (consisting of Professor Sacks,

Professor ;osenberg, MIr, Jenner and Professor Kaplan) presented

for adopti on the revised draft of 'Ar. Oberdorfler 's -plan as follovs:



Rule 23(b)(3) at page 96 of the Preliminary Draft, line 89:

The matters pertinent to the findings include: (A) the

interest of members of the class in individually controlling

the prosecution or defense of separate actions; (b) the

extent and nature of any litigation concerning the

controversy already commenced by or against members of

the class; EtC) the desirability or undesirability of

concentrating the litigation of the claims in the

particular forum; r*D) the difficulties likely to be

encountered in the management of a class action.

S-ubdivision (c)(1) at page 97, line 103:

Delete and before the decision on the merits".

Mr. Oberdorfer's Text -- In lieu of Subdivision (c)(2) at page 97:

(2) In any class action maintained under subdivision (b)(3),

the court shall direct to the members of the class the best

notice practicable under the circumstances, including

individual notice to all members who can be identified



through reasonable effort. The notice shall advise

each member that (A) the court will exclude him from

the class if he so requests by a specified date; (B)

the judgment, whether favorable or not, will include

all members who do not request exclusion; and (C) any

member who does not request exclusion may, if he

desires, enter an appearance through his counsel.

(3 ) The judgment in an action maintained as a class

action under subdivision (b)(l) or (b)(2), whether or

not favorable to the class, shall include by its terrs

all members of the class. The judgment in an action

maintained as a class action under' subdivision (b)(3).

whether or not favorable to the class, shall include

by its terms all members of the class to whom the notice

provided in subdivision (c)(2) was directed, and who

have not requested exclusion.
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maintained as a class action with respect to particular

issues, or (B) a class may be divided into subclasses

and each subclass treated as a class, and the provisions

of this rule shall then be construed and applied

accordingly.

After the redraft was presented, Mr. Jenner raised a

question concerning the term "by its terms" appearing in the

first and second sentences of subdivision (c)(3) as he felt this

unnecessarily presented sources of controversy and litigation.

After full discussion of this point subdivision (3) was revised

as follows:

(3) The judgment in an action maintained as a class

action under subdivision (b)(l) or (b)(2), whether or

not favorable to the class, shall include and describe

those whom the court finds to be members of the cla7ss

The judgment in an action maintained as a class action



under subdivision (b)(3), whether or not favorable

to the class, shall include and specify or describe

those to whom the notice provided in subdivision

(c)(2 ) was directed, and who have not requested

exclusion, and whom the court f inds to be members

of the class,

Mr. Oberdorfer thought there would be a need to give the

legimbJLItive history on words of "specifics". Professor Kaplan

stated he had not consider at this point what should go in the

Note. Upon motion of Mr. Jenner, Rule 23 was approved unanimously.

The Reporter stated that in Rule 23.2 a drafting error had

been made concerning thederivative action. Mr. Alex Elson of

Chicago had written on this and had made the point that where

you have a class shareholder one must make sure the representative

plaintiff is represented. The Cmmittee, upon recommendation

of the Reporter, approved deletion of the sentence beginning



on iine zu xnrougn line zM ano tne inseriorn o: tne ioilowing

sentence therefor:

"The plaintiff may not maintain the action if he will

not adequately represent the interests of the share-

holders or members similarly situated."

The next matter discussed was the fact that lawyers are fearful

that the sentence in line 23 through 26 of this rule is too

broad and that too much will be drawn from Rule 23(d), as a

good part of Rule 23(d) is A.t apposite to the derivative action.

The lawyers feel it is so braod in its general signification

that the reference to 23(d) may be used to require that a plaintiff

in a derivative action shall comply with the state requirements

on posting security for costs of counsel's fees and that this

reference may require these plaintiffs to engage in costly

circularization of the class, etc. Professor Kaplan felt it

unnecessary to insert a provision with such a reference, and

recommended that this sentence be stricken in the Note and that



the court administering a derivative action has the usual equity powers

with respect to putting the various steps in the action that has the

usual equity powers to require notice. The Committee approved the

recommendation of the Reporter.

The Committee discussed the provision in lines 17 and 18

concerning the phrase "under the applicable law". Mr. Llson stated

he thinks this phrase throws the weight of the Committee towards

application of state law. After full discussion of this matter, the

Committee approved deletion of these words.

The final suggestion of the Securities and Exchange Corn-

concerns
mission conecnG lines 7.10 of this rule. SEC; says they are willing

to accept this section but want to go on and soften it by saying that the

plaintiff should be competent to run the action to maintain the act even

though he bought his share subsequent, if he did so without knowing

of the fact giving rise to the complaint. Professor Kaplan felt this

would substitute what is an understandable rule to a quite vague one,



and was not sure this was within the countenance of the Committee.

He suggested this be done only after considerable deliberation. Mr.

Jenner indicated this would destroy the rule. After further discussion,

the Committee decided not to act on the suggestion but to leave lines

7-10 as stated in the Preliminary Draft. Professor Wright stated tt h

if the rule were being drafted for the first time he would say the

Committee did not have the authority under rulemaking power as it

seems to be a provision of substance. The Supreme Court in 1882

said this is the law and therefore an equity rule was made to that effect

and taken over into the Federal rules. If the rule is changed the

slightest bit people will question the authority.

TOPIC FF - Intervention of Right fRule 24(a))

After discussion of this rule the Committee, upon motion

by Mr. Jenner, approved the deletion of the phrase "property or

transaction which is the" in lines 14-15 and the word "substaftial1y"

in line 17. The rule was adopted as amended. This was done to



correct a paradoxical situation reflected in Sam Fox case (360 U. S.

683 (1961)).

TOPIC DD - Joinder of Claims (Rules 18(a), _

Rule 18 as it now stands contains a confusing reference to

the parties joined to the provisions, It is fundamentally a rule directed

to joinder of claims. However, it also contains a reference to the

Joinder of parties rules and the result has been that courts have had

to look also to the question of joinder of parties. The rule as proposed

in the Preliminary Draft would relieve the ambiguity. After discussion

the Cornmittee approved the rule as a circularized in the

Preliminary Draft.

TOPIC W - Waiver of Defenses Omitted from Pre-Answer Motion, Etc.
(Rule 12(g) and (e))

The purpose of the amendment as shown in the Preliminary

Draft ip to remove the ambiguity in Rule 12, particularly (g) and (h).



Rule 12 has always disfavored the making of successive pre-answer

motions. The Reporter stated that if a person could make before answer

a motion to dismiss for failure to state his claim and have that motion

denied and then file a motion to dismiss for improper venue it would be

wrong in the proposed amendment to the rule. It would be a disallowed

successive motion. One comment had questioned the point that if

a person who hadomitted from his motion at a time that was available to

himr the defense or objection of improper venue, could he now,when he

imposes his answer, come forward with the venue objecting. This

factor has been dubious under Rule 12 (h) and the amended rule provides

that the point is waited, Consonant with that change the rule now states

that if such a matter an an objection based on improper venue is not

brought forward by answer or by an amendment of answer that is permitted

under Rule 15 as a matter of course, then that point is likewise waived.

This takes the sting out of the waiver provision. The waiver attaches to

only the dilatory defenses which are enumerated in the proposed



amendment. Namely, lack of jurisdiction over the person, improper

venue, insluficiency of progress, insuf£'ciency of service of process.

The waiver of possession does not extend to matters of substance to

fairly state a claim or lack of subject out of jurisdiction. The purpose

of this amendmnent,besides clarification of text, is to assure con-

solidation and early assertion and consideration of defenses or objections

not known on the merits.

The Committee approved Rule 12 as circularized in the

Preliminary Draft.

TOPIC AA - Practice on Preliminary injunctions and Temporary
RestrainIM Orders (Rule 65(a) and (b))

The object of this proposal is to firm up the old notion that

with respect to a temporary restraining order informal notice is better

than no notice at all, and further that a temporary restraining order

should not be granted without notice unless irreparable injuries will

result and unless counsel certifies that his efforts to give notice or

the reasons why notice should not be required. 7This proposed amendment



does not eliminate the possibility of going to a district judge in an

appropriate case, and getting a temporary relief without any notice at all.

As to the preliminary injunction the rule states a practice that is well

known to better equity judges. The court may in its discretion order

the advancement of a hearing of an application for a preliminary

injunction and the consolidation of that hearing with the trial on the merits.

As to the preliminary injunction, the rule states a practice that is well

known to better equity judges. The court may in its discretion order

the advancement of a hearing of an application for a preliminary injunction

and the consolidation of that hearing with the trial on the merits.

Further , when the hearing or a preliminary injunction is not thus

advanced and consolidated any testimony taken and evidence received on

a hearing of the preliminary injunction which would be admissible upon

the trial becomes part of the trial records and is not to be repeated upon

the actual trial.



There was one comment to this in an unfavorable sense d

which was received from the Federal Bar Assoeiation's subcommittee

objecting to the provisions about preliminary injunctions. They say the

and
court already has power to advance/consolidate a trial on the merits

with the preliminary injunction hearing and to call attention to it in

the Rule proper will put pressure on judges to advance and consolidate

in inappropriate situations. The Reporter did not think the danger of

this amendment to be that the judges will overextend the use of the

amendment but may under use it. Mr. Jenner thought it would be a

more well rounded rule if the phrase 'and, as far us feasible, shall

not be repeated upon the trial", which appears on lines 14 and 15 were

deleted. Judge Mlaris thought this could be accomplished by eliminating

the words "as far as feasible, shall" and inserting the word "nedsd" to

read as follows:

"record on the trial need not be repeated upon the trial. "

Mr. Jenner moved adoption of this and the motion was carried.



TOPIC GG - Relation Back of Amendment Changing Party Defendant (With

_pec.al Provision for Government Cases) Rule 15(c))

It is hoped that the proposed rule as circulated in the Draft will correct

a casual injustice that has been going on fo- some time. It arises when a

wrong defendant is named. This Las particularly been occurring in government

cases and the new language in lines 18-25 will remedy this. The New York

City Bar raised a question as to why the amendment does not spread over

to the case of the misnomer of the plaintiff -- why it is limited only to the

defendant. The Reporter felt that the plaintiff cases have been found much

easier for the court to handle. Also, that policy changes expressed in the

proposed amendment will carry over to the defendant cases and connect

with a proposal from Admiralty relative to real party in interest. The

Reporter further stated that some of the worst of these cases have arisen

in the Social Security Administration but they had adopted a regulation

which will help out in situations of this sort even though it does not clear

the whole situation. Mr. Jenner suggested the word "would" in line 13

be changed to "will. " The Committee approved adoption of this rule as



amended in line 13. Mr. Jenner suggested that the Reporter might want to

consult Section 46 of the Illinois CivlbPractice for a reference in the Note.

Discussion was held on the matter of the word "would" being used

throughout the rule instead of the word "will" in the subjunctive mood.

It was decided to leave this up to the Reporter to edit as he sees fit.

TA"OPIC HHM Extensr1un of Applicability of Federal Rules in the United States

District Court for the District of Columbia (Rule 8l(a)(l

Chief Judge Matthew F. Mc~uire of the District Court for the District

of Columbia had called attention to the fact that the District Court for the

District of Columbia no longer had jurisdiction over adoption matters; that

lunacy proceedings"' are now characterlied as "mental health. '' The

District Judges would like to spread the beneficial role of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure to probate proceedings. Professor Louisell questioned

whether this could be done without cronslderatlon of the bar and particularly

the Bar of the District of Columbia. The Reporter recommended that in

order to comply with the request the third sentence should read as follows:



* . they do not apply to mental health proceedings in the

United States District Court for the District of Columbia

except to appeals therein. "

The Committee approved the adoption of the Reporter's recommendatlon

and the Reporter further stated that Judge Mc~uire had said that the Court

would take the necessary steps to promulgate local rules necessary.

TOPIC JJ ProvisionifrLtrl 43(

matter

Judge Sharis stated this/had arisen in the Judicial Conference pertaining

to interpreters appointed by the court for a case and compensation is

directly paid by one of the parties that the court should have authority to

tax as Costs that compensation in favor of the prevailing party. This gives

the court more power to deal at leisure. The Reporter stated that a

suggestion had been sent in asking if the word "interpreter" covered the

case of a translator in a written document. Mr. Jenner suggested several

minor changes to the rule as redrafted by the Reporter to read as follows:

(f) INTERPRET ERS. The court may appoint an

interpreter of its own selection and may fix his



reasonable compensation. The compensation shall

be paid out of funds provided by law or by one or

more of the parties as the court may direct, and may

be taxed u ltimftely as costs, in the discretion of the

court.

The Committee approved the above subdivision for the rule.

TOPIC KK - Alternate Jurors (Rule 47(b))

The most impotant amendment in this rule has been to raise the

maximum number of alternate jurors to six rather than two. However, it

had been suggested to the Civil Rules Commnittee, as well as to the Criminal

Rules Committee, that it is unfortunate that a case has to be declared a

mistrial because after deliberation one juror drops out with no alternate to3

take his place. The Committee discussed the alternate amendment which

was adopted by the Criminal Rules Committoe to allow for stipulation by

the parties that an alternate juror may be used anytime before verdict.

Upon motion of hMr. Frank, the Committee approved the rule as circularized

in the Preliminary Draft.



TOPIC V Amendment of Timer NewTriaI Motions (Rule 59(b))

Under the present rule a new trial motion has to be lodged not Later

than 10 days after entry of judcgment. In a case where a man for legitimate

reasons finds that he has omitted from his new trial motion an important

ground and comes back seeking permission to amend this motion before it

has been passed on by the judge, the rule, as interpreted, says this cannot

be done. The rule has also been interpreted to limit and define the powers

of the trial judge himself. The proposal in. the Draft has taken into account

these two iactows and states that if a new trial motion has been timely made

and is pending, it is open to the person making the motion to apply for leave

to add additional grounds to his motion. The judge as the power to grant

this if he so desires. Professor Kaplan stated that looking at the Mu4lon

and Nugent cases he prepared an amendment which would say that in its

openess to the cause it would raise a possibility of entrapment. An amendment

was prepared saying it was open to the party within 10 days to apply for an



extension of tine and the judge could grant this in his discretion. The same

principle was applied to cogntate rules such as findings, etc. This was

brought before the Committee but the Committee seemed to take the view

that there snould be a definite and final period within which a new trial motion

should be made and that the party who won the verdict is somehow entitled

to this full motion made and delivered within 10 days. The Supreme Court

denied certiorari in the cases of Huloon and e which seemed to show

the urgency of the amendment put before the Committee but the Comrnittee

turned it down. The subsequent history is that in at least two later cases

the Supreme Court had indicated that it will not permit a situation of

entrapment to arise again, and that it would do everything it could in a

case where the judge has misled the party so that the entrapment in the

Hulson and Nant caseu has been somewhat erased. In considering all

this, Professor Kaplan said there are several possibilities: (1) to revert

to the initial proposal of the Reporter to provide that it would be open to

a party to apply to the district court within the 10 days for an extension



of thrne to file a new trial motion; (2) to forget about that avenue and hold

to what is in the Draft; and (3) to cancel the whole thing. Mr. Jenner felt

that the Committee should amend the tule in accordance with proposal (1).

MsIr. Frank was opposed to this and felt the Committee should adopt proposal

(3) discarding it completely. Mr, Jenner felt the real issue was not in how

many cases motion had been cenied, but in hcw many cases relief on appeal

was denied to the defendant or plaintiff. After discussion, Mr. Frank

moved that the Committee table the discussion on Rule 59, without prejudice,

and request help on how to codify the Wolfsohn case. The motion was lost

by a vote ot 5 against the motion to 4 voting in favor (the vote in opposition

included the presiding chairman, Judge Thoomsen).

Professor Wright stated that he had again consulted the Supreme Court

c.ses and had reached a conclusion for a rule that would codify the three

Supreme Court cases. He agreed to prepare a draft for consideration.

Mr. Frank moved that in addition to the entrapment that all discussion

on Rule 59 as circulated be tabled. Mr. Acheson inquired why this was



being recommended and Mr. Frank stated that there are situations in

entrapment where there is so much injustice that he did not feel the rule

w ould solve the problem. Professor Louisell felt that we should squarely

meet the problem of Rule 59, decide it on its merits, and not bury it under

the assumption that it is taken care of by the entrapment problem. The

two problems tre not the same. He felt the Committee should decide

whether it believes in the proposed amendment of Rule 59. Judge Wyvanski

thought the rule should permit the judge to declare a new trial if he had

discovered an error. Mr. Frank felt that this would put an immense

incentive on counsel to file something with the judge for a new idea

Mr. Doub, as well as Mr. Frank, felt that the real reason beyond those

expressed was that 10 days are enough and that a case should be finished

at that time.

Professor Wright presented his draft for the solution of the entrapment

was
problem but stated it & a matter for the Appellate Rules aCommittee. He

hoped that this Committee present it to the Appellate Committee as a



recommendation for the solution to a problem of concern. Professor

Wright stated his draft covered the three Supreme Court cases, plus

the Hulson and cases. The draft would amend the second sentence

of Rule 73(a) as follows:

The running of the time for appeal is terminated by a

Skmely motion held timy b the district court made

pursuant to any of the rules hereinafter enumerated, and

the full time for appeal fixed in this subdivision commences

to run and is to be computed from the entry of any of the

following orders made upon such a Cheflyn motion under

smeh these rules: * * *.

Mr. Jenner felt the running of the time is terminated when the court

holds something to be timely but does this also apply that the scope of the

appeal is as though a motion wer filed within the propers. He suggested

that the phrare include the Word "entertalned". Professor Wright said he

would be satisfied with the word "entertilned. " The phrase as amended

would read 'terminated by a motion entertained or held timely by the



district court. " After further discussion the Committee approved the

phrase to read %s follows:

"terminated by a timely motion or a motion entertained

or held timely by the district court. "

The Commnittee approved Professor Wright's draft as amended, subject to

the approval of the Appellate Rules Committee.

Professor Kaplan stated there was one more problem in Rule 59(d) which

he would like to see cleared. This Is the situation where a timely new

trial motion is served; the party loses the case and within 10 days serves

a timely motion specifying (a) and (b). The motion is pending, the judge

considers it, and finds a ground not specified by counsel and in his opinion

is thoroughly notorious. There are cases saying the Judge does not have

power to do this. This is offensive and wav one of the purposes of the

draft was to enlarge the power of the trial judge so that he would grant a

timely, properly served new trial motion upon a ground not specified in

the motion.



The Reporter distributed a proposed amendment to Rule 59(d) which was

discussed by the Committee and read as follows:

(d) (ON INITIATIVE OF COURT. Not later than 10

10 days after entry of judgment the court of its own

initiative may order a new trial for any reason for

rupon any ground on] which it might have granted a

new trial on motion of a party. The court may grant

a motion for a new trial, timely served, upon grounds

not stated by the moving party. In either case, the

court shall specify the grounds in its order.

Judge Maria stated he thought the words "in his motion" should follow

the eecond sentence -as you would get into a technical situation where if

up on argument of the motion counsel didn't mention the ground the court

could grant it on that ground,and if counsel did mention the ground, the

court could not. Mr. Dou- questioned the bracketed portion of the proposed

amendment and Professor Kaplan stated it might be advisable to conform

the two sentences. Professor Joiner suggested that the second sentence

be conformed with the first. Professor Kaplan said this could be done and



it would read as follows:

for a reason not stated by the moving party in his motion

and in either case the court shall specify the ground.

in its order.

The subdivision, amended to read as follows, was approved:

(d) ON INITIATIVE OF COURT. Not later than 10

days after entry of judgment the court of its own initiative

may order a new trial for any reason for which it might

have granted a new trial on motion of a party. The

court may grant a motion for a new trial for a reason

not stated in Ms motion and in either case the court

shall specify the grounds refor.

TOPIC U Rescission of Special Copyright Rules (Rules 81, 65(f);

Proposed Order of Court)

The Reporter stated that the outstanding set of copyright rules

were set out by the Supreme Court in 1909 and cornprise two things:

(8 a paragraph or two dealing with pleadings making special provisions

about annexing infringing works to the pleading; and (Z) a rule procedure

having to do with impounding interlocutory matters.



I/

The Reporter stated that the extraordinary feature of the impounding

rule is that there is no conventional requirement of a showing of the irreprable

injury and in theory, at least, this can be the most drastic of all possible

preliminary and interlocutory orders. First, as a matter of theory out-

standing particularized rules which do not stand on some very special

functional basis are not wanted. The whole theory of civil procedure is

that there are uniform rules covering all civil litigation to the extent that

that is possible. Secondly, there is objection in the form of substance to

this draitic seizure product without a showing of irreprable injury without

notice, even when notice is feasible. That is in direct collision with the

standards in Rule 65. This is a special form of injuvetive relief which

takes the form of impounding, but for all practical purposes it Is injunctive.

A Bub-paragraph (f) was inserted under Rule 63, entitled "Impounding Under

Copyright Law. " In addition to this the rescinding of the order establishing

the special copyright laws is necessary. The objectlns to the proposed

rule to bring the copyright cases under Rule 65 are (1) it has been



bssumed that the rule is proposing that the copyright plaintiff has to comply

under the law of each of the several states as there is confusion here about

whether Rule 64 is involved; and (Z) that a state of affairs will be attained

where no impounding without notice is possible.

The Reporter thought that impounding should be treated as other

interlocutory relief. He stated that there is presently an attempt on the

Hill tc nvise the copyright law and it seems conceivable that the Act will

not be revised. After discussion of this rule, Mr. Morton recommended

that inasmuch as Title 17 is up for Congressional scrutiny and since it

does contain a provision relating to this that perhaps it would be best

not to change the law with respect to the present statute but to wait until

Congress enacts the new statute. He stated that the Register of Copyrights

concurs with the Committee's proposals. Professor Kaplan suggested

that the Committee express itself as being in favor of thli, on principle,

with the understanding that there is a political question which had to be

considered and determined by the standing Committee. Judge Maris



suggested that the possible middle ground is to make changes to Rules 65

and 81 and not appeal the other rules, giving the benefit of the civil rules

to anyone who wants therm temporarily until this is worked out but leaving

the old rules outstanding. Mr. Doub was opposed to Judge Maris' sug-

gestion. Mr. Jenner moved that the Reporter's recommendation be adopted

and that the matter go to the standing Committee for determination of

the policy matte-. The motion was seconded and carried. Mr. Frank

asked the record to show that because he was so troubled by this, he

refrained from voting.

TOPIC S - Determination of Foreign Cotr Law (Rule 44. 1)

Since the circulation of the Deskbook two minor suggestions were

received from the Federal Bar Association. One stating that the y

zalmsk precise issue of foreign law should be singlely under 44. 1 instead

of general notice. However, Professor Rosenberg stated that Profesoor

Hans Smit who is an authority on International Law at Columbia University

is against precisifying the rule ns it was kept vague on the ground that

rule of reason would be Belied on by the court in connection with the notice.



Furthermore, the language which appears in 44. 1 is now embodied in the

uniform
/proof of the Foreign Law Act and this suggestion would put us out of faith

with the Uniform Act. Two, a suggestion is to eliminate the second sentence

of this rule. Professor Rosenberg thought this was the heart of the rule

and recommended that this not be done. After discussion, the Committee

approved the rule as circularized in the Preliminary Draft.

TOPIC T - Proof of Foreign Official Records (Rule 44)

The Ninth Circuit suggested that the rule should make clear that

an official publication which appears to be an official publication need

no further proof of authenticity. The Reporter recommended that a

reference be made in the Committee's Note, after the present reference

to the Aluminumn Corroar-r case on page 125 of the Draft. The reference

to be applicable to both domestic and foreign cases and would read as

f ollows:v

Under the Rule, a document that, on its face, appears

to be an official publication is admissible, unless a party

opposing its admission into evidence shows that it lacks

that character.



The Reporter's recornmendation was approved by the Committee.

The Ninth Circuit also suggested that the certificate process be

abandoned in Rule 44(a)(1) and that it be confined to a statement that an

attested document by that very fact becomes admissible. This proposal

to abandon haE great merit but the difficulty is that the Uniform Interstate

and International Procedure Act, : bag already been adopted in one state,

a nd possibly elsewhere, contains the older procedure. It was felt that

it

Miss would be unwise to eliminate this certificate process until conformity

could be reached with the Uniform State Commissioners and, also, that

it would probably be dealt with by the Evidence Committee in due course.

M.r. penner suggested that lines 11-24 be deleted and the insertion

of a period after the word "deputy. " Professor Wright, however, stated

that Title 17, §39, of the Judicial Code stated that attestation and certification

are both necessary. After discussion rLU point, the Committee decided

not to delete lines Ii24,



Colonel Gilbert Ackroyd, Chief, Military Justice Division, OJAG, suggested

that the words ''United States foreign service officer" be added to the list

of certifying officers in lines 45-50 of the Draft. However, the Committee

stated that officially there is no officer by that title.



ADIAIRALIT Y

Professor Currie attended the meeting to present the Admairalty Rules

where ''civil'interest may be affected and presented a document entitled

"Comments on Latest Admiralty Proposals to Effect Unification", dated

May 12, 1965, which was the recommendations of the Reporters, Professors

Kaplan and Sacks. The rules which were affected by the admiralty practice

were Ru1le9(h), 14(c), 17(a), 42(b), and 73(a), and Forms 2 and 15.

Professor Kaplan called attention to the Note on page 2 of the document

which he and Professor Sacks had prepared and which concerned Professor

Wright's question about proposed Rule 43(a), referring to "the rules

of evidence heretofore applied in the courts of the United States, " omitting

the further phrase "on the hearing of suits in equity. " It was the decision

of the Committee that since there is now a Committee on Evidence that

the Committee leave this and let that Committee deal with it. The

Committee decided to leave Rule 43(a) as circularized in the Preliminary

Dra-ft.



Consideration was then given to Rule 17(a) to the old admiralty view

that 17(a), as broadened, should be adopted. This was unanimously approved.

Rule 42(b) deals with the provision that "separate trials" is restated

to add the criterion "or when separate trials will be conducive to expedition

and economy, " and the whole subdivision is qualified by a statement that

the right to trial by jury is to be preserved inviolate. Judge Maris stated he

thought there was something to be said for the proposition that this might

be helpful in the adoption of the amendment; particularly if there is agitation

that this will open the way to have general division of the issues in the

trial of cases which would make it clear that this is primarily to preserve

the admiralty practice. Mr. Jenner moved that miy reference to jury

trials be eliminated but to leave in separate trials when conducive to

expedition and economy, The motion, however, waa lost.

Upon suggestion of Professor Louisell, Professor Elliott moved

that the rules with the suggested amendments of the Admiralty Committee

be approved and sent to the standing Committee. The motion carried

unanimously.



Mr. Frank presented the following resolution and requested that it

be transmitted by the Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

to the standing Committee and to the Chief Justice of the United States:

RE SOLVED, That the Advisaory Committee on Civil

Rules expresses admiration and gratitude to Professor

Brainerd Currie and the Advisory Committee on Admiralty

Rules for distinguished public service in the unification

of the admiralty and the general federal procedure.

The resolution was unanimously adopted.



DISCOVERY

At the February meeting of the Committee a variety of proposed

changes in respect to Sanctions (Rule 34); a set of related changes in

respect to medical examinations(Rule 35), and tvm problems, one of which

involves the mechanics of discovery a shift in the way in which objections

are taken, the whole procedure by which discovery io sought and objected

to and discovered in relationship to Rules 33 and 34 was discussed.

In Rule 33 the Committee agreed on a preliminary basis that a change

of this sort was in order. In Rule 34, where the existing rule has a

requirement of an order as a preliminary prerequisite, the Committee

decided to reexamine the problem along with various other matters of

discovery. Professor Sacks stated the two most important features of

the proposal are to eliminate good cause as a general requirement and

to have a qualified protection for materials obtained in preparation for

trial whether by lawyers or not.



Mr. Acheson thought the best way to proceed during the meeting for

this discussion of Discovery was to start with areas where there is almost

general agreement and then narrow it down to more difficult areas.

Professor Joiner stated that he ghought the draft rules prepared by Profeasor

Sacks for Rules 34, 36, 26(b) and 16 contained a lot of good material but

felt that the Professor had been overly cautious in his approach. He

stated three reasons as follows: (1) the Committee should have require-

ments that permits in blanket form the discovery of witnesses within the

agreement. He felt this should be done as a matter of right; (2) feels

the draft is overly cautious on the method by which it approaches the

discovery of the documents by requiring motions and court orders. He

felt that it should allow use of a notice of procedure at least to written

documentxs and eliminate going through a motion which does not require any

the
grounds and then an order; and (3) hD additional paragraph of Rule 26(b)

destroys a lot not meant to be destroyed and would deprive discovery of

a great many things which can presently be discovered.



Ar. Frank stated that he is glad the Committee is approaching this

problem in terms of general principle. He felt there is an underlying

problem in these rules; that there is an uneveness in the drafting of how

good cause should relate to various phases in discovery, and a goal to be

tmdertaken is to make it uniform throughout. He also felt that all of these

things, written interrogatories, oral depositions and requests for documents

should have some impact on the problem of half disco-very and half pretrial.

He strongly believes that the opinions in Alltmont by Judge Mario and in

Guilford by Judge Sobeloff in the interpretation of good cause gives the

bar a liveable formula and way to do business under the good cause rule

and his approach would be to codify Judge Mario's opinion and Judge Sobeloff's

opinion and extend then to all the rules with plenty room for growith.

Professor Sacks stated the rules as drafted do not provide a good

cause requirement and if thereis to be a protection it shouN be on the basis

that impeaching evidence Is a special character.



Professor Louisell felt that a definite decision should not be formulated on

the problem of surprise and impeachment as these matters have been debated

for many years. He suggested that the Reporter be asked to prepare a draft

on these matters.

At Judge Thomsen's suggestion, the Reporter phrased questions to

which he wanted a consenus of the Committee. The questions and dis-

cussion thereon are as follows:

Question Ngo. 1: That aparat from the problem of trial preparation is there

any objection to eliminating good cause as a general requirement for the

documents that accumulate in the ordinary course of peoples affairs before

they think about litigation, bearing in mind that an exception is taken to

those materials prepared for trial or prepared in anticipation of litigation,

or general elimination of requirement of good cause.

Discussion: The Committee thought that the general approach taker, in

Rule 34(a) of the draft, which eliminates good cause from a procedure that



contemplates a motion to produce as a general requirement for all documents

reserving the separate treatment documents that are involved in trial

preparation should be eliminated.

Dis'ussion: Professor Rooenberg questioned whether this takes good cause

out of existing Rule 34. He said that existing Rule 34 requires that the

documents discovered which now do not have to be discovered for good cause

must constitute or contain evidence and not hearsay.I He asked if Professor

Sacks had this in mind. Professor Sacks stated that it says now'Which

constitute or contain evidence relating to any of the matters within the

scope of the examination permitted by Rule 26(b), ' He asked if thise

was objectionable to anyone. Mr. Doub felt that it was as it is time

consuming to have these cross references to other sections in a rule as

important as this one. He felt it should be self-contained so that the lawyers

do not have to check back and forth. Judge Thomsen replied to Mr. Doubt

by saying that there must be protection and that it would be impossible to

write it into every rule. The protection in Rule 30(b) applies to every one

of the discovery rules.



Mvr. Acheson thought the discussion should be confined to discovery

procedure a- Rule 34 with a notice procedure.

Professor Sacks stated that a notice procedure tying to carry this out

would involve a notice to produce documents, Assuming that the problem of

preparation of documents is being dealt with. The next step would be for

the person, against whom discovery is sought, to make objection and the

objection would be on the grounds of irrelevance, privilege, or any grounds

under 30(b) which would be essentially the grounds of burden. In effect

the

he would do it in the form of filing an objection which is now/procedure

under Rule 33. As the Cornmittee worked out last time for Rule 33 this

would be done by the discoveree party and then it would be up to the

discovering party to move the court for a motion to overrule the objection

and order the document. That would be the basic procedure.

Mr. Oberdorfer inquired why the draft of the Reporter on Rule 34 was

on an order basis. Professor Sacks said it was probably a minunderstanding



on his part. That at the last meeting the notice procedure was discussed in

relation with Rule 33 and it was accepted in principle. Then he also put a

decided,
draft of Rule 34 on a similar basis and at that time it w,.1/after some dis-

thi s
cussion,to hold/up and work out something on discovery.

Judge Thomsen moved that the procedur suggested by Professor

Sacks be the sense of the group for him to work on. Professor Sacks

clakified this to be sure that both the notice procedure and the elimination

of good cause from this as a general point was the intention of Judge Thomsen's

motion. Judge Thomsen agreed.

Another question asked was whether there was good cause on the

part of the discoverer. This was confirmed. Another question asked was

whether the discoveree would be able to challenge the notice on the ground

that there is no good cause for discovery. Someone stated they would like

for this to be preserved. Professor Sacks, however, suggested that insofar

-as the general run of documents is concerned, he should challenge

basically under relevance, privilege and Rule 30(b). Good cause is not



to be included in these docurments. The motion was seconded and carried.

Professor Sacks stated that Rule 26(b) refers to relevance, what

discovery is allowable, particularly to the power to discover matters not

privileged relevant to the subject matter in the pending action;therefore

objection can be made on the grounds of irrelevance and privilege.

He further stated that Rule 30(b) includes that the court may protect him

from annoyance, embarrassment or pressure. The Committee was in general

agreement that this should be amplified by undue expense and that he can

request protection in terms of Rule 30(b). Rule 34 refers to both of those, -

e xplicitly, states it is subject to Rule 30(b) and requires anything within the

the rule
scope of the examination permitted by Rule 26(b) so that what/vould provide

for is that an individual operating under Rule 34 would have a reference to

those sections that raise these specific issues of relevance, privilege ant

oppressiveness.

Mir. Frank stated that he would like the Reporter to attempt to give



the Committee a memorandum before the members have to vote on this.

The draft exemripts from discovery under the rules certain things which

relates to tort cases, but it really ian't orientated to the commercial cases.

The upshot is that it this approach is followed then the approach taken to

proceed on notice provided little protection in the commercial cases. Mr.

protection
Frank wanted to know specifically by a memorandum exactly what

is being allowed now under Rule 34 in commercial cases and the extent to

which the same things would be protected under Rules 26 and 30. He also

asked for specific case references so the Committee would know whether

it is leaving a hole there and whether or not there are in the commercial

area protections which woulrd not transfer successfully.

Professor Sacks said he would dX prepare a memorandum in terms

of notice mechanism, with good cause removed, but with specific protection

to Rules 26yand 30. He would accompany it with a memorandum that would

atttempt to show the kind of protection now covered in cases and the kind of

prote ction.



Mvir. Oberdorfer suggested that in the reconsidering of whether there

is need to embroider Rule 30(b) that consideration should also be given to

whet-her attention should be albrted to give the judge occasion within the

claim "nmder the rule to refer to the rights and needs of the discoverer.

CONSENSUS OF THE COMMIT T E.: That Professor, Sacks should prepare

a notice forrr of mechansim with the good cause eliminated but a further

look to verify what is already the case and is referred to herein,that this

leaves the necessary protection in terms of balance of need against burden,

but that there may be a good deal of virtue in spelling out the language of

Rule 30(b) to make it clear that the judge is supposed to balance.

iAIRIALS ON . ERPARATI01N FOR TRIAL - Item VII

Professor Sacks stated that protection would be provided against the

discoveree of these writings or other docunents prepared in anticipation of

litigation or preparation of trial. One of the objections he anticipated in

the notice of discovery would be that it was rmaterial of this character and



the judge would have to rule. If it was, it would not be producable uMless

the justification were made up, i. e. unless the denial of it would unfairly

prejudice the party seeking production or inspection or undue hardship or

injustice. But with reference to the scope question, the matter is whether

this is a good way to handle the discoverability of these documents. Two

important features of the scope problem are: (1) that it applies to writings

obtained or prepared by the adverse party, his attorney, assurety,

indemnitor, or agent in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial;

and (2) that it is the statement of justifcation; namely, that it would unfairly

prejudice the person seeking it if he did not have it or that it would cause

him undue hardship or injustice.

M-r. Freund questioned the word "im mune' iin subdivision (b) of

the draft Rule 34, and Professor Sacks stated this was incorrect.

Professor Joiner raised the question about witness' statements as

Mhe idnt would prohibit this unless there is a showing of unfair prejudice

e. undue hardship. He read an excerpt from the report prepared by the



Michigan supreme Court entertaining recommendation that the statement of

a witness, signed by him, shall be available for discovery. Professor Joiner

thought this should be adopted in principlk.t

Mr. Frank felt that this would repeal the decisions of Judge Mario in

the Third Circuit, and Judge Sobeloff in the Fourth Circuit, which all had

referred to and used. There was concurrence to this statement.

Professor Louisell stated he thought Professor Joiner's idea was

worth pursuing. That most of these statements are procured on motions

in the State of California, and it I a rare situation except when the problem

is integrated into the work product of the lawyer's own mental function.

It requires a hearing and therefore he felt Professor Joiner's idea had

meri; t.

Mr. Morton mentioned that in the draft the heading -ates ''documrents"

and in subdivision (b) it states Writings . He wondered if there was any

intention in the latter instance to exclude other materials such as objects

and tangible things. He thought 'documents" would be s~ufficient.



Professor Wright questioned the final sentence of draft Rule 34(b)

which protects the mental impressions, conclusion, opinions, or legal

theories of an attorney and that on page 23 of the materials the present

law protects mencal impressions of anybody whotakes a statement whether

an attorney or not. Professor Sacks stated this was done primarily

because he was uncertain of different kinds of cases which would come up.

Sorme of the members said this was correct .

Professor Sacks stated that in the addendum to Rule 26(b) he was

responding to two problems: (1) That if a particular document is

protected by the qualified immunity it need not be produced; the court

so rules. The Reporter stated that he was worried about what would prevent

the individual simply from deposing the individual who had the document

and asking for its contents. He did not feel this should be permitted.

(2) The need to protect discovery. It is necessary to have discovery of the

facts of the case. The Reporter was attempting a form of words which on

one land would permit discovery in which you could ask the other party to



give you zacts in is possession our at mie same time thlis woula not permit

disclosure of the precise contents of the document. Professor Joiner

thought Professor Sacks had gone too far, and cited an automobile case to

-show his point.

Professor Wright stated the authority is certainly clear that the ame

standard applies under Rule 45 that applies under Rule 34. He wondered

what would be done under Rule 45 if a man were to say that he had the

document but would not let anyone see it. Would it be necessary to make

a showing that this is a document which you cannot get umder Rule 34 and if

so where is the burden and who makes the motion. The rules are blind on

this question.

Mr. Jenner moved that the addendum to Rule 34 be abandoned. Judge

Thomsen felt the principle which Professor Wright wants to accomplish

should not be abandoned. Mr. Jenner suggested that Professor Wright

draft a rule to cover the point.



The draft of Rule 16 was presented by Professor Sacks who stated

that it was more of an approach to the problem than it was a draft. The

approach he had taken assumes that what the courts have been working out

with respect to obtaining discovery of the expert witnesses as a general

matter, whether he is to testify or not, 18 basically a sound approach.

The basic approach has followed several lines including border efforts to

assign a notice of privilege to it, which seems to have died out, and an

effort by same courts to lable it as a work product. Essentially it is

applying two things: (1) the kind of test that has been mentioned under

proposed Rule 34(b) and to what extent will its absence prove to be prejudicial;

and (2) is it possible for the party to get the material another way including

the hiring of his own experts and the additional factor of money. This

generally works out well when applied to discovery of experts. Professor

Sacks discussed the problems involved in cases of witness and experts

and stated this had proved to be the underlying factor in this line of cases



which are typically condemnation, patent and trademark cases if discovery

against the experts testifying at the trial is barred. He felt that the

Committee should preserve, in principle, the protections of the adversary

system; protect against free -wheeling discovery against everyting the other

side does; and at the same time try to meet the problems which these cases

e xpose by permitting a form of discovery of a particular and peculiar sort.

Ways of doing this would be to have discovery against those experts who

are going to testify at the trial, and the theory would be to have it occur

late in the preparation of the case so that it takes the form to maxmixnize

the likelihood of an exhnge. He stated that his draft had been in the form

of an order of the court but because he had put it in the context of Rule 16

by no means meant that he was convinced that this was the proper place

for it. He also felt there should be power in the court to order the Omment

of fees if the exchange is one nided and this had been placed in brackets.

He felt the courts are moving in this direction.



Mr. Doub felt the objectives of the Reporter were sound. The district

court cases in the federal system are in turmoil, the majority of the

condemnation cases seem to deny discovery of the presonal report of

the expert, some of the most recent cases have taken the position that this

is not a work product of counsel and denial could be on the basis of fairness

or unfairness. He was undecided whether it should be in Rule 16 or some of

the discovery rules but would hate to see it passed by. He commented on

the fee question stating that when courts permit depositions of experts to

b e taken they have ordinarily required the party taking the deposition to

compensate the expert since he was not employed to give his deposition.

He thought this was sound but did not think compensation should be paid

when an order requires parties to exchange the written reports of experts.

He thought this should arise only in fee or compensation problems when

the time of the epxert is required for taking a deposition.

Mr. Jenner was concerned about putting anything in Rule 16 as it



would classify it as something special. He suggested it be made a part of

Rule 34, perhaps as subdivision (1).

Professor Sacks mentioned two points to see if he had the consensus

of the members, namely, that there is a general notion that once an expert

is to testify his opinion, conclusion, etc. should be fully discoverable as

a matter of course and an exchange should be arranged; and is there any

notion that more than this should be discoverable against an expert.

Professor Sacks also stated that he had not provided for the latter in the

draft rule. Mr. Jenner favored this and Mr. Frank said he would like to

see a more liberal practice of interrogating than the draft rule allows.

lie thought the draft would cut down the liberty to do so rather than expand it.

Mr. Mviorton stated that in some cases two experts are used. One

to find cut the facts and one to testify. He felt serious questions should

be permitted as to whom was consulted and whether they told anything.

Consensus of the Committee That there is tmiversal agreement of

discovery of those who will testify at trial; a general feeling that it should



comyie earlier than provided in the draft; but it was not completely clear

whether there needs to be some mechanism for assuring an interchange or

just leave it alone to take its own course on the theory that there will be

an interchange; theme was not any clear agreement on how far one should

allow the discovery of the opinions of the expert who will not be called.

Mr. Jenner suggested that it include the identification of all consulted.

This was supported from the floor. Restriction would be in terms of

forcing discovery of what the expert told counsel and whether to call him

as a witness. The Reporter was asked to work on this, preparing something

on the last step to see how the Committee reacts.

Professor Joiner moved that the Committee recommend to the

standing Committee that the report preparedl by the Columbia University

entitled "Field Survey of Federal Pretrial Discovery" be released for

distribution to the libraries and other interested parties. The motion

was approved.



The Committee decided upon the dates of September 16, 17 and 18,

1965, for the next meeting of the Committee.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at

4:45 p.m., Monday, May 17, 1965.


